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Abstract 
This work develops an analytically solvable unsupervised learning scheme that extracts the most 
informative components for predicting future inputs, termed predictive principal component 
analysis (PredPCA). Our scheme can effectively remove unpredictable observation noise and 
globally minimize the test prediction error. Mathematical analyses demonstrate that, with 
sufficiently high-dimensional observations that are generated by a linear or nonlinear system, 
PredPCA can identify the optimal hidden state representation, true system parameters, and true 
hidden state dimensionality, with a global convergence guarantee. We demonstrate the 
performance of PredPCA by using sequential visual inputs comprising hand-digits, rotating 3D 
objects, and natural scenes. It reliably and accurately estimates distinct hidden states and predicts 
future outcomes of previously unseen test input data, even in the presence of considerable 
observation noise. The simple model structure and low computational cost of PredPCA make it 
highly desirable as a learning scheme for biological neural networks and neuromorphic chips. 
 
Prediction is essential for both biological organisms [1,2] and machine learning [3,4]. In 
particular, they need to predict the dynamics of newly encountered sensory input data (i.e., test 
data) based on and only on knowledge learned from a limited number of past experiences (i.e., 
training data). Generalization error is a standard measure of the generalization capability of 
predicting the future consequences of previously unseen input data, which is defined as the 
difference between the training and test prediction errors. It is thus crucial for organisms and 
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machines to find a prediction strategy with a small generalization error, as otherwise their 
predictions will fail owing to overfitting to the training data. 
Despite the importance of generalizing prediction, current mainstream machine learning 
approaches have some limitations. They can be categorized into three major groups, and their 
limitations are summarized as follows: (1) The most basic prediction strategy is to learn a direct 
mapping from past to future inputs in the form of autoregressive (AR) model (Fig. 1a). Although AR 
models are simple to construct and guarantee global convergence, their predictions contain a large 
generalization error because the mapping from the observations to the prediction is often 
redundant, leading to severe overfitting when the number of training samples is limited [5,6]. Thus, 
to make accurate predictions, low-dimensional (i.e., concise) representations should be extracted 
from high-dimensional (i.e., redundant) sensory data. (2) A dimensionality reduction technique can 
be used to obtain a concise representation [7]; however, this is often achieved separately from the 
prediction step̶e.g., by first applying an autoencoder to reduce the dimensionality [8,9] and then 
employing a long short-term memory to predict the sequence [10] (Fig. 1b). The first autoencoding 
step̶which provides a low-dimensional representation that minimizes the loss for reconstructing 
the current input̶is the most basic dimensionality reduction strategy. One problem of this 
approach is that autoencoders may preferentially extract observation noise that is useless for 
prediction, owing to its extra variance. (3) A major approach to time-series prediction is to 
construct a state-space model (SSM). SSMs, which include the Kalman filter [11] and its nonlinear 
variants [4,12,13], simultaneously perform dimensionality reduction and prediction (Fig. 1c). From 
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this model-based perspective, the best prediction is achieved when an SSM employs the states and 
parameters that match the true system properties. However, the problem becomes difficult when 
both the hidden states and system parameters are unknown. In particular, their predictions 
become inaccurate owing to nonlinear interactions between the uncertainties in hidden states and 
parameters, as they can create spurious solutions. Furthermore, the dimensionality of hidden 
states, which is essential for prediction accuracy, is hard to optimize. Conventional model selection 
approaches using some information criterion [14–16] or cross-validation [17] would fail to identify 
the optimal dimensionality when the state or parameter estimation converges to a suboptimal 
solution. In short, all three approaches have essential drawbacks that interfere with the 
generalization of accurate predictions. To overcome these limitations, we establish a method that 
can solve this simultaneous optimization problem of hidden states, system parameters, and 
dimensionality with a global convergence guarantee. 
 
 
Figure 1. Four different prediction-model structures. A black bar denotes a layer of a neural 
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network, while blue and green trapezoids denote synaptic weight matrices for prediction and 
dimensionality reduction, respectively. (a) Naïve AR models directly compute the maximum 
likelihood estimator of the next input 𝐬"#$|"  based on the bases 𝜙" ≡ (𝑠"*, 𝑠",$* , 𝑠",-* , … )*  that 
summarize current and past observations. (b) Two-step prediction models first extract a concise 
representation 𝑢" using an autoencoder (PCA) by minimizing the loss 𝜀", and then predict the 
next representation 𝐮"#$|"  using a recurrent neural network. (c) SSMs update the hidden state 
estimator 𝐱"|"  based on the previous state and current input and predict the next state 𝐱"#$|" 
and input 𝐬"#$|". (d) PredPCA first computes the maximum likelihood estimator 𝐬"#$|" and then 
extracts a concise representation 𝑢"#$|", by minimizing the prediction error 𝜀"#$|". This scheme 
can filter out the causes of the generalization error. 
 
Here, we develop a novel learning scheme for extracting features that are essential for 
prediction, termed predictive principal component analysis (PredPCA). It is formally derived from 
the minimization of the squared prediction error and can extract low-dimensional predictive 
features from high-dimensional sensory inputs, even in the presence of observation noise that is 
much larger than the signals themselves. This robustness is because PredPCA conducts post-hoc 
dimensionality reduction to extract a concise representation of the predicted input, unlike 
autoencoders or SSMs (Fig. 1d). This allows PredPCA to find hidden states (c.f., blind source 
separation [18–20]) and perform long-term prediction reliably and accurately. In particular, system 
parameter identification [21,22] using PredPCA contrasts with conventional methods. It is 
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guaranteed to identify the true system parameters in the large sample-size limit̶even for 
nonlinear generative processes, when the mappings from hidden states to sensory inputs are 
sufficiently high-dimensional. In addition, based on Akaike’s statistics [14,23], we analytically 
derive a mathematical formula that estimates the test prediction error of PredPCA. It shows that 
the generalization error is proportional to an entropy due to the sampling fluctuation [23]. The 
minimization of this formula can optimize unknown free parameters, including the rank of system 
dimensions and order of past observations used for prediction, and can provide the global 
minimum of the test prediction error. We mathematically and numerically demonstrate that 
filtering out unpredictable noise by using PredPCA is essential to maximize the prediction 
generalization capability. 
 
RESULTS 
Predictive principal components analysis (PredPCA) 
In this work, we assume that hidden states 𝑥" generate higher-dimensional sensory inputs 𝑠" 
as follows: 
𝑠" = 𝑔(𝑥") + 𝜔", (1) 
and the dynamics of hidden states are described by 
𝑥"#$ = 𝑓(𝑥", 𝑥",$, 𝑥",-,… ) + 𝑧", (2) 
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where 𝑧"  and 𝜔"  are mutually independent white Gaussian noises, with zero means and 
covariances Σ>  and Σ?  (Fig. 2a, left, and Methods A). Process noise 𝑧"  adds stochasticity into 
the hidden state dynamics, while observation noise 𝜔"  represents any unpredictable fluctuations 
that we wish to remove. Although this paper focuses on white Gaussian noise for simplicity, 
PredPCA’s outcomes would also be accurate with colored or non-Gaussian noise, as long as the 
auto-correlation time constant of 𝜔"  is smaller than that of 𝑥". Table 1 presents the glossary of 
expressions. 
PredPCA aims to extract the components containing the most information for predicting the 
next input 𝑠"#$ based on current and past observations 𝑠", 𝑠",$, 𝑠",-, …. With this in mind, we 
consider a linear neural network whose output is given by 
𝑢"#$|" = 𝑉𝜙", (3) 
where 𝑢"#$|"  is an 𝑁C-dimensional vector of encoders, 𝑉 is a (horizontally long) 𝑁C ×𝑁E	encoding synaptic weight matrix, and 𝜙" ≡ (𝑠"*, 𝑠",$* , 𝑠",-* , … )*  is an 𝑁E-dimensional vector 
of linear basis functions that summarize current and past observations. Unlike standard principal 
component analysis (PCA) [24–27] and autoencoders [8,9], which minimize the reconstruction 
error in the current input, PredPCA minimizes the prediction error 𝜀"#$|" ≡ 𝑠"#$ − 𝑊*𝑢"#$|", 
defined as the difference between the actual next input at t+1 and the prediction based on inputs 
up to t. Here, 𝑊*  is an 𝑁I × 𝑁C	decoding synaptic weight matrix used for predicting the next 
input 𝑠"#$ based on the concise encoders 𝑢"#$|" (where we introduced 𝑊*  rather than 𝑊 for 
a notational reason that will become clear below). PredPCA’s cost function 𝐿 is given by the 
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expectation of the squared prediction error over the training period T: 
𝐿 ≡ 12 KL𝜀"#$|"L-MN . (4) 
Here, 〈∙〉N ≡ $* ∑ ∙*"U$  indicates the expectation over the empirical distribution q. By minimizing this 
cost function with respect to 𝑉, we obtain the optimal encoding weights as 𝑉 = 𝑊𝐐, where 𝐐 ≡〈𝑠"#$𝜙"*〉N〈𝜙"𝜙"*〉N,$ (Methods B). Thus, 𝑢"#$|" = 𝑊𝐬"#$|"  holds, where 𝐬"#$|" = 𝐐𝜙"  is the 
maximum likelihood estimator of 𝑠"#$. The synaptic weight matrix 𝑊 is updated by gradient 
descent based on 𝐿. After some additional transformations (Methods B), we obtain 
?̇? ∝ − 𝜕𝐿𝜕𝑊 = K𝑢"#$|"Z𝑠"#$ − 𝑊*𝑢"#$|"[*MN . (5) 
The fixed point of Equation (5) yields the transpose of optimal decoding weights that minimize 𝐿. 
The solution implies that the encoders 𝑢"#$|" achieve the optimal representation for prediction. 
Equation (5) is equivalent to the subspace rule of PCA [26], except that 𝑢"#$|" encodes the 
future state at time t+1 instead of the state at time t (i.e., the standard PCA uses 𝑢"|"). This means 
that PredPCA, which is defined by the prediction error minimization, can be decomposed into two 
steps: computing the maximum likelihood estimator of 𝑠"#$, 𝐬"#$|", followed by a post-hoc PCA of 𝐬"#$|" using the eigenvalue decomposition (Fig. 1d). Owing to the global convergence property of 
the subspace rule for PCA [28], the global convergence of Equation (5) is also guaranteed; thus, 
PredPCA is a convex optimization. Crucially, however, only PredPCA (but not the standard PCA) can 
effectively filter out unpredictable observation noise, as we demonstrate numerically below and 
mathematically in Methods C. Note that although this paper focuses on the prediction of 
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subsequent inputs (i.e., autoregression), it is straightforward to apply PredPCA to minimize the 
generalization error for a class of regression tasks (which is simply formulated by supposing that 
the hidden states 𝑥" generate both observations 𝑠" and a high-dimensional target signal 𝑦"  and 
by replacing the prediction error 𝜀"#$|"  with 𝜀" ≡ 𝑦" −𝑊*𝑉𝜙"). 
After extracting the hidden states by using PredPCA, we employ independent component 
analysis (ICA) [29–31], which can separate the extracted states into independent components as 
long as the true hidden states of the external world are actually mutually independent. For 
example, when the network observes a sequence of MNIST handwritten digits [32], PredPCA 
followed by ICA generates 10-dimensional independent encoders ?^?"#$|", each element of which 
encodes one of the 10 possible digits (Fig. 2a, right). 
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Figure 2. PredPCA of handwritten digit sequences. (a) Left: System comprising a generative process 
(top) and a neural network that follows PredPCA (bottom, shaded). The network is trained with an 
image sequence 𝑠" of handwritten digits generated from the dynamics of 10-dimensional hidden 
states 𝑥", each element of which expresses one of the 10 digits. Right: 10-dimensional 
independent encoders ?^?" obtained using PredPCA and ICA. 2×104 test samples that are 
color-coded by their digit are plotted. (b) Comparison with related methods in terms of the mean 
categorization error (i.e., false discovery rate). The digits are introduced in ascending order (blue) 
and Fibonacci sequence (red) with some randomness. The error bars indicate the standard 
deviation. (c) Parameter estimation error measured by the squared Frobenius norm ratio, where 
the difference between the true parameter matrix 𝜃 and its estimator 𝛉 is divided by the norm 
of 𝜃, 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = |𝛉 − 𝜃|d-/|𝜃|d- . PredPCA assumes here that the ascending-order handwritten digit 
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sequence is generated from a linear system comprising 𝑠" = 𝐴𝑥" + 𝜔"  and 𝑥"#$ = 𝐵𝑥" + 𝑧"  (𝐴, 
black, 𝐵, red). The covariance matrices Σh (blue), Σ?  (green), and Σ>  (gray, inset) are 
associated with 𝑥", 𝜔", 𝑧", respectively. (d) Test prediction error in the ascending-order sequence, 
measured by the normalized mean squared error over test samples, 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = KL𝑠"#$ −𝑊*𝑢"#$|"L-M /⟨|𝑠"#$|-⟩. The red line (in the main and inset panels) represents a theoretical 
prediction obtained using Equation (7). The blue line denotes the lower bound of the error, 
calculated via supervised learning. The inset panel depicts the dependence of the test prediction 
error on the encoding dimensionality 𝑁C (when 𝑇 = 6000), where 𝑁C = 10 (green line) is 
optimal. (b)(c)(d) are obtained with 10 different realizations of digit sequences. Note that the error 
bars in (d) are hidden by the circles. (e) Long-term prediction using PredPCA and ICA. A 
winner-takes-all operation is applied to make greedy predictions of the digit sequences. After 
receiving the first 40 digits, unless those initial digit images are outliers, the network can predict 
the next 105 digits (and more) without any categorization error. See Method G for further details. 
 
Key analytical discoveries 
We conducted comprehensive mathematical analyses to rigorously demonstrate the 
performance and statistical properties of PredPCA. In particular, we demonstrated the following 
two key properties: (1) It is mathematically guaranteed that PredPCA can identify the optimal 
(explained below) hidden state representation and parameter estimators̶up to a linear 
transformation that does not affect prediction accuracy̶for general linear systems and, 
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asymptotically, even for nonlinear systems (Methods E, F). While using a linear neural network for 
the encoding, the asymptotic linearization theorem [33] ensures that PredPCA will extract true 
hidden states when the mappings from hidden states to sensory inputs are sufficiently 
high-dimensional. Briefly, this is because projecting the high-dimensional input onto the directions 
of its major eigenvectors effectively magnifies the linearly transformed components of the hidden 
states included in the input, while filtering out the nonlinear components (see Methods E for its 
mathematical statement and the conditions for application; see [33] for the mathematical proof). 
Owing to this linearization property, 𝑢"#$|" asymptotically converges to a linear transformation of 
the maximum likelihood estimator of hidden states 𝑥"#$, ⟨𝑥"#$𝜙"*⟩N⟨𝜙"𝜙"*⟩N,$𝜙". Hence, PredPCA 
provides the optimal hidden state representation for prediction. Furthermore, the analytical 
expressions of the system parameter estimators are derived as functions of the obtained hidden 
state estimator, with a convergence guarantee to the true parameter values in the large 
sample-size limit. These parameter estimators are calculated by a simple iteration-free 
computation summarized in Table 2 and Method F. This result is surprising because the reliable 
identification of the optimal hidden states and the true parameters were previously only described 
within the framework of supervised learning, whereas PredPCA can provide them by unsupervised 
learning without relying on the true hidden states 𝑥". 
(2) PredPCA can maximize the prediction generalization capability by minimizing the test 
prediction error 
𝐿"nI" ≡ 12 KL𝜀"#$|"L-M . (6) 
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Here, ⟨∙⟩ ≡ ∫∙ 𝑝(𝜙", 𝑠"#$)𝑑𝜙"𝑑𝑠"#$ indicates the expectation over the true distribution 𝑝(𝜙", 𝑠"#$) (note the difference from Equation (4)). In practice, however, the true distribution is 
unknown for a learner. Thus, one needs to estimate Equation (6) based on and only on parameters 
estimated using training data. In the framework of the maximum likelihood estimation or squared 
error minimization, the expectation of the test error is expressed as an Akaike information criterion 
(AIC) [14] or network information criterion (NIC) [15], respectively. Similar to the derivation of AIC 
and NIC, we explicitly compute the expectation of Equation (6), with the optimized synaptic 
weights, as 
ℒ⏟tuvt	uwwxwuyzu{t|t}x~ ≡ E{N}[𝐿"nI"] = 12 (tr[𝚺I] − tr[𝐏𝐬*𝚺𝐬𝐏𝐬])tw|}~}~	uwwxw + 𝑁E2𝑇 tr[𝐏𝐬*(𝚺I − 𝚺𝐬)𝐏𝐬] + 𝒪 𝑇,-u~uw|}|t}x~	uwwxw . (7) 
See Methods D for the derivation. Here, T is the number of training samples, 𝐏𝐬  is the 
first-to-Nu-th major eigenvectors of the predicted input covariance 𝚺𝐬 ≡ 𝐬"#$|"𝐬"#$|"* N (where 𝑊*𝑊 = 𝐏𝐬𝐏𝐬*  holds at the fixed point of Equation (5)), and 𝚺I ≡ ⟨𝑠"𝑠"*⟩N is the actual input 
covariance. The expectation E{N}[∙] is taken over different empirical distributions q, each of which 
comprises T training samples and is used to optimize synaptic weights. The expectation of the test 
prediction error ℒ is characterized by two free parameters: the rank of encoding dimensions (𝑁C) 
and the order of past observations used for the maximum likelihood estimation (𝑁E). 
Optimizations of 𝑁C and 𝑁E, with the synaptic weight update by Equation (5), provide the global 
minimum of ℒ. The optimal encoding dimensionality is guaranteed to converge to the true hidden 
basis dimensionality for a large but finite T (Methods D). The second term of ℒ, referred to as the 
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generalization error, is associated with an entropy due to the sampling fluctuation [23]. This term 
indicates that only the prediction error projected to the major eigenspace causes the 
generalization error, which highlights the importance of dimensionality reduction to reduce the 
test prediction error. In short, naïvely minimizing the training error by using a large encoding 
dimensionality, such as in AR models, leads to overfitting; in contrast, minimizing ℒ provides the 
best encoding dimensionality and order of past observations to generalize the prediction. 
For further details, please see the Methods and Supplementary Materials. In what follows, we 
demonstrate the performance of PredPCA using sequential visual inputs comprising handwritten 
digits, rotating 3D objects, and natural scenes. 
 
PredPCA provides optimal representation and parameters for prediction 
In the first experiment (Fig. 2), we trained a neural network with MNIST handwritten digit 
images [32] in ascending order and in the Fibonacci sequence, but with some additional 
stochasticity such that a digit was replaced by a random one and a monochrome inversion 
occurred with a small probability at each step. In both cases, PredPCA successfully extracted 
10-dimensional features underlying the image sequences as they were relevant to predicting the 
sequences. The following ICA [31] separated the extracted components into independent hidden 
states. Each encoder neuron selectively responded to one of the 10 digits without being taught 
their labels, as we can see for the encoders trained with the ascending sequence in Fig. 2a (right). 
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Regardless of the sequence types (ascending order and Fibonacci sequence), PredPCA and ICA 
precisely separated the digits into 10 clusters in 10 dimensions with an average categorization 
error of less than 2% (scored by false discovery rate; Fig. 2b). During this process, PredPCA ignored 
any within-class differences in the digit images that do not predict the next image. Hence, 
PredPCA’s policy of dimensionality reduction to minimize the prediction error distinguishes it from 
standard PCA [24–27] and autoencoders [8,9]̶because PCA and autoencoders minimize the 
reconstruction error for the current input 𝑠" and thus preferentially extract the within-class 
differences in the digit images due to their extra variances. Even when the standard PCA was 
applied to the past-to-current input sequence (i.e., 𝜙"), it failed to separate the digits because the 
hidden representation of 𝜙"  included more than 10-dimensional state space and thus the first 10 
major components of 𝜙"  did not match the true hidden states 𝑥". The performance of the SSM 
based on the Kalman filter with 10-dimensional state space was also poor because its larger 
parameter estimation errors led it to a spurious solution (i.e., local minimum). 
In addition to accurate source separation, PredPCA could provide the true system parameters 
(Fig. 2c). These parameter estimators were computed simply by following the definitions in Table 2. 
The differences between the parameter estimators obtained by PredPCA and those obtained by 
supervised learning converged to zero as the number of training samples increased, as predicted 
by our theory (Methods F). It is important to note, for the comparison between PredPCA and SSMs, 
that the estimator of the process noise covariance Σ>  was much less accurate than those of the 
other parameters, as Σ>  is smaller than Σh in magnitude. This inaccuracy is common to both 
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PredPCA and the SSMs, but it more drastically reduces the SSMs’ prediction accuracy as it explicitly 
uses Σ>  for state prediction, leading to the ensuing inaccuracy of the system identification. By 
contrast, PredPCA’s prediction accuracy is independent of the estimation error in Σ>  as it is not 
used for the prediction. 
The above outcomes allowed PredPCA to predict subsequent digits reliably and accurately (Fig. 
2d). Here, we see that although PredPCA did not observe the hidden states directly, its test 
prediction error globally converged, with increasing training samples, to the lower bound of the 
test prediction error computed via supervised learning that explicitly used the true hidden states 
for training. This is as theoretically predicted by Equation (7). Moreover, Equation (7) successfully 
identified the optimal encoding dimensionality that minimized the test prediction error as 𝑁C =10, which also matched the true hidden state dimensionality (Fig. 2d, inset panel). In particular, 
the long-term prediction of subsequent digits highlights the significance of PredPCA’s 
categorization and system identification accuracy, as it could recursively predict the subsequent 
digits without categorization errors for more than 105 steps (Fig. 2e). 
 
PredPCA filters out observation noise and minimizes test prediction error 
As shown analytically in Equation (7), filtering out the observation noise by reducing the 
encoding dimensionality is essential for reducing the generalization error. In Fig. 3, the noise 
reduction and prediction capabilities of PredPCA were examined using natural movies. We trained 
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a neural network by using images of 3D objects rotating clockwise [34] as the input (Fig. 3a, 
furthest left). In short, the task was to predict the opposite side of test object images (200 objects) 
by observing only a half side of the images, based on the transition (i.e., rotational) mapping 
learned from different training object images (up to 800 objects). PredPCA extracted components 
that were the most useful for generalizing the prediction, by removing the unpredictable 
observation noise. The significance of PredPCA was experimentally confirmed by its successful 
predictions of the 30°–150° rotated images of previously unseen test objects (Fig. 3a, middle row; 
see also Supplementary Movie S1 for predictions of 90° rotated images, where the right-hand-side 
images are the predictions of the corresponding true images on the left-hand side). The following 
ICA separated the extracted components averaged over 𝑢"#|", …, 𝑢"#$|" into a sparse 
representation, each dimension of which expresses a feature of objects (Fig. 3b, top). Applying an 
additional PCA to the deviation of the extracted component (i.e., 𝑢"#|") from the average 
provided the angle of 3D objects as the first principal component (Fig. 3c, left). Here, the neural 
activity predicted the angle of 90° rotated future images, indicating that when observing an 
asymmetric object (as opposed to a cylindrical object), the network was able to anticipate whether 
its image would be wider or narrower after 90° rotation. Notably, these prediction and feature 
extraction capabilities were largely retained even in the presence of an artificially added large 
(white Gaussian) observation noise whose variance had the same magnitude as the variance of 
original images, demonstrating that the outcomes of PredPCA are highly robust to this noise (Fig. 
3a,b, bottom, and Fig. 3c, right; see also Supplementary Movie S2 for predictions of 90° rotated 
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images). The optimal encoding dimensionality for a network trained with images containing the 
artificial noise was smaller than that for a network trained with the original images (Fig. 3d), 
indicating that the sampling fluctuation caused by the observation noise disturbed the prediction 
of minor components. We confirmed an earlier decrease of the test prediction error for PredPCA 
with the number of training samples, compared with the naïve AR model and SSMs based on 
Kalman or Bayesian filter [11,13] (Fig. 3e). The early convergence of PredPCA’s test prediction error 
implies that PredPCA has already achieved its asymptotic best accuracy based exclusively on the 
limited number of given training data, because no further error reduction is expected with 
additional training data once the error converged̶owing to the convexity of PredPCA and the fact 
that the generalization error is inversely proportional to the number of training samples. In short, 
PredPCA successfully extracted information of object features and rotation as the most informative 
components for predictions, with little influence of the observation noise level. Subsequently, it 
successfully predicted future images of objects with the minimum test error even with the 
shortage of training data, highlighting that PredPCA determined the plausible rule for rotating 
generic objects. 
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Figure 3. PredPCA-based denoising, hidden state extraction, and subsequent input prediction of 
movies of rotating 3D objects. (a) Snapshots of the prediction results. Latest input image (furthest 
left) and true (top) and predicted images after 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, and 150° rotations, without 
(middle row) and with (bottom) artificially added observation noise. (b) Images corresponding to 
20-dimensional sparse representations (?^?") each expressing a feature of objects. These images 
were obtained by applying ICA with super-Gaussian prior distribution to the first 20 principal 
components of PredPCA, averaged over different prediction points 𝑢" = Z𝑢"#|" + ⋯+𝑢"#$|"[/5. These images visualize linear mappings from each independent component to the 
observation. (c) Rotation of objects encoded in the first principal component of the 
baseline-subtracted encoding states of 𝑢"#|"  (i.e., 𝑢"#|" − 𝑢"). Black lines indicate 20, 50, and 
80 percentiles, whereas cyan lines show trajectories for each object. (d) Optimal encoding 
dimensionality increasing with training sample size, in the absence (blue) and presence (red) of the 
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large observation noise. (e) Comparison of test prediction error, defined by 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 ≡ KL𝑔"# −𝑊*𝑢"#|"L-M /⟨|𝑔"#|-⟩, where 𝑔" ≡ 𝑠" − 𝜔"  indicates the observation-noise-free input. PredPCA 
(solid lines) show a smaller test prediction error and an earlier error convergence compared with 
the naïve AR model (dashed lines). Blue and red lines denote the error in the absence and 
presence of the large observation noise. Inset panel depicts the comparison of test prediction 
error between PredPCA, naïve AR model, and SSM based on Kalman filter (KF) and Bayesian filter 
(BF), when trained with 800 objects in the absence the noise. (d)(e) are obtained with 10 different 
realizations of training and test samples. The error bars indicate the standard deviation. See 
Method G for further details. 
 
As a further application to more natural data, we lastly trained a neural network with natural 
scenes viewed from a driving car [35] (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Movie S3). Here, our motivation 
was not to compare the prediction accuracy of PredPCA with that of state-of-the-art video 
prediction methods exploiting engineering wisdom, but to demonstrate the applicability of our 
simple analytically-solvable linear method to real-world video prediction tasks, while persisting the 
global convergence and true system identification guarantees. We separated movies into six 
groups of data based on the driving speed of a car and trained six networks separately with each 
data through PredPCA (see Method G for the detail). A movie made by synthesizing the outcomes 
of the six networks successfully predicted the 0.5 s future images of previously unexperienced 
natural scenes (Fig. 4, second row). We confirmed that the error between the true future images 
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and the predictions (Fig. 4, fourth row) was 70% of that between the true future images and the 
latest input images (Fig. 4, bottom). This result indicates that, although any unexpected events 
during the 0.5 s were definitely unpredictable and some predictions were failed owing to the 
limited effective dimensionality of the input, PredPCA could provide predictions that interpolate 
between the unseen future images and the latest input images, without using any label for training. 
Those results highlight the PredPCA’s generalization capability and wide applicability to real-world 
data. 
 
 
Figure 4. PredPCA of natural scene movies. Four examples are shown. Top: Ground truth or target 
image (𝑠"#$); i.e., 0.5 s future of latest input with 30 frames per second. Second row: Predicted 
image using PredPCA (𝑊*𝑢"#$|"). Note that blurry edges in predicted images were mostly 
because PredPCA predicted the mean of future outcome images. Third row: Latest input image (𝑠"). 
Fourth row: Prediction error between grand truth and predicted images, where whiteness 
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indicates the amount of the error (magnitude of 𝑠"#$ − 𝑊*𝑢"#$|"). Bottom: Deviation between 
grand truth and latest input images (magnitude of 𝑠"#$ − 𝑠"). See Method G for further details. 
 
DISCUSSION 
Our proposed scheme, PredPCA, was shown to identify a concise representation that provides 
the global minimum of the test prediction error, by first predicting subsequent observations and 
then performing post-hoc PCA of the predicted inputs. The analytical expression of the test 
prediction error (Equation (7)) enables us to understand the mechanism of how the sampling 
fluctuation disturbs the generalization of prediction. From this perspective, an input is 
decomposed into predictable information and unpredictable noise, where only the latter 
generates the sampling fluctuation and thus causes entropy (i.e., generalization error) [23]. 
PredPCA can effectively filter out unpredictable noise, prevent the intake of entropy into the 
network, and consequently improve the information quality within the network. This is essential 
for maximizing the prediction generalization capability, as well as for ensuring the accurate and 
unbiased estimation of true system properties, comprising hidden states, system parameters, and 
dimensionalities. Our scheme is formally based on Akaike’s statistics [14,23] and is consistent with 
existing information theoretical views of biological optimizations, including maximum negentropy 
[36], predictive coding [1,2], predictive information [37], and the free energy principle [38,39]̶
providing them a normative, analytically-solvable example of a neural network that maximizes 
information quality and generalization capability. 
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Conventional prediction strategies using autoencoders [8,9] or SSMs [11–13] fail to provide an 
accurate prediction depending on the initial condition or noise level, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 and 
Methods C. In contrast, PredPCA is a convex optimization. It comprises a preceding AR model that 
filters out the observation noise and a post-hoc PCA that reduces the generalization error 
(Equation (7) and Methods D). This approach guarantees the reliable identification of the true 
system with a global convergence guarantee (Methods E, F and Table 2). The outcomes of PredPCA 
are also useful as a plausible initial condition or an empirical prior for other methods. The 
improvement of generalization capability by omitting minor eigenmodes has been reported using 
deep neural networks [40,41], implying a potential extension of PredPCA to analytically solve the 
optimal representations for deep learning in a weakly nonlinear regime. 
In terms of model selection schemes, conventional brute force model comparisons, such as 
those based on some information criterion [14–16] or cross-validation [17], may identify the true 
system properties after a combinatorially large number of iterations, by searching all possible 
subsets of the full model. However, these approaches are not practical for large-scale system 
prediction, as the computational complexity increases exponentially with the system size. In 
contrast, the computational complexity of PredPCA for identifying true system properties increases 
merely as the cubic order of the system size (owing to the cost of eigenvalue decomposition), 
highlighting the advantage of PredPCA for processing big data. 
PredPCA-type learning can be implemented in biological neuronal networks and biologically 
inspired neuromorphic chips [42,43]. Neurons in these systems must update their synapses to 
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perform predictions under physiological or physical constraints̶in particular, it is difficult for 
them to access non-local information, such as the synaptic weights of other neurons [44]. This fact 
limits biologically plausible learning to be a local rule that updates synapses based on and only on 
pre- and post-synaptic neural activities and additional directly accessible signals. As conventional 
PCA and ICA algorithms are non-local, we have developed a local learning algorithm that performs 
both PCA and ICA [45–47]. This algorithm can make PredPCA a local learning rule and guarantees 
its biological plausibility. Hence, one can speculate that PredPCA-type learning underlies the 
generalization capability of biological organisms. 
From the perspective of generalizing prediction, the formula of the test prediction error 
expectation (Equation (7)) claims that a predictor should utilize a low-dimensional internal model 
[48] at an early learning stage, and gradually grow its dimensionality to imitate the true system 
that generates sensory data. One can associate this property with the adaptation in biological 
organisms during their lifetime or over evolution, implying that the emergence, growth, and 
adaptation of an organism’s internal model may be a corollary of the simple principle of test 
prediction error minimization. According to this theory, it would be beneficial to have some 
neuronal substrate, such as neuromodulators [49,50], to encode the test prediction error 
expectation for mediating structural learning or model selection in the brain. 
In summary, PredPCA was proven to be an analytically solvable unsupervised dimensionality 
reduction scheme capable of extracting the most informative components for generalizing 
prediction. By effectively filtering out unpredictable noise, PredPCA can reliably identify true 
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system properties, with a global convergence guarantee, and can globally minimize the test 
prediction error. Although this paper focuses on the autoregression, PredPCA can minimize the 
generalization error for a class of regression tasks, indicating its potential applicability to various 
real-world applications. As a mathematically-proven optimal generalization strategy, our scheme is 
potentially useful for understanding biological generalization mechanisms and creating artificial 
general intelligence. 
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METHODS 
In what follows, we mathematically express the benefits of PredPCA. Methods A and B formally 
define the system and PredPCA. Methods C and D prove that PredPCA inherits preferable 
properties of both the standard PCA and AR models, and outperforms naïve PCA and AR models in 
the robustness to noise and generalization of prediction. Methods E and F demonstrate that 
PredPCA identifies the optimal hidden state estimator and the true system parameters with a 
global convergence guarantee, owing to asymptotic property of linear neural networks with 
high-dimensional inputs [33]. Methods G provides the simulation protocols. 
 
A. System 
We suppose that in the external world a system is expressed as 𝑥"#$ = 𝑓" + 𝑧"  and 𝑠" = 𝑔" +𝜔"  with mutually independent white Gaussian noises 𝑧"~𝒩[0, Σ>] and 𝜔"~𝒩[0, Σ?], where 𝑓" ≡ 𝑓(𝑥", 𝑥",$, … ) and 𝑔" ≡ 𝑔(𝑥") are nonlinear functions of 𝑥". We assume that the system is 
in a steady state. To generate predictable dynamics, Σ>  is assumed to be smaller than Σh in 
magnitude; whereas, we typically consider a large Σ?. Without loss of generality, we can suppose 
that the steady state of 𝑥" follows a distribution with zero mean and the identity covariance Σh ≡ 𝐼. For analysis, we consider a family of functions 𝑓" ≡ 𝐵𝜓"  and 𝑔" ≡ 𝐴𝜓"  spanned by 
nonlinear basis functions 𝜓" ≡ 𝜓(𝑥") ∈ ℝ¢£ , where 𝑁¤ is defined as the number of linearly 
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independent bases, 𝐵 ∈ ℝ¢¥×¢£  is a full-row-rank transition matrix, and 𝐴 ∈ ℝ¢¦×¢£  is a 
full-column-rank mapping matrix from the bases to the sensory input. Thus, Equation (1) becomes 
𝑠" = 𝐴𝜓" + 𝜔" (8) 
and Equation (2) becomes 
𝑥"#$ = 𝐵𝜓" + 𝑧". (9) 
As the dimensions and variety of bases increase, each element of 𝑓(𝑥") and 𝑔(𝑥") 
asymptotically expresses an arbitrary nonlinear mapping if 𝐴 and 𝐵 are suitably selected. We 
assume 𝑁h ≤ 𝑁¤ ≤ 𝑁I such that the system dynamics are produced by hidden states 
lower-dimensional than the observations. Although this paper supposes 𝜓" = 𝜓(𝑥"), the same 
analysis can be applied to a system comprising 𝜓" = 𝜓(𝑥", 𝑥",$,… ) by redefining (𝑥", 𝑥",$,… ) 
and (𝑠", 𝑠",$, … ) as new 𝑥" and 𝑠", respectively. Table 1 presents the glossary of expressions. 
 
B. Derivation of PredPCA 
PredPCA aims to minimize the multistep prediction error for predicting 1 to 𝐾«-step future of 
the above-mentioned system by optimizing synaptic matrices using and only using the current and 
past observations 𝑠", 𝑠",$,… , 𝑠",¬­#$, where 𝐾« and 𝐾® are imposed by the problem setup. 
Hidden states and bases (𝑥", 𝜓"), all system parameters (𝐴, 𝐵, Σh, Σ¤, Σ>, Σ?), and the numbers of 
hidden state and basis dimensions (𝑁h,𝑁¤) are unknown to a learner. 
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The error for predicting the k-step future is defined by 𝜀"#|" ≡ 𝑠"# − 𝑊*𝑉𝜙", where 𝜙" ≡
¯𝑠"*, 𝑠",$* , … , 𝑠",¬­#$* °* ∈ ℝ¢±  is a vector of observations, 𝑊 ∈ ℝ¢²×¢¦  is the transpose of the 
decoding synaptic weight matrix, and 𝑉 ∈ ℝ¢²×¢±  is the k-th encoding synaptic weight matrix. 
Although general nonlinear bases can be used as 𝜙", a simple vector of observations serves the 
purpose of this paper. We will show below that the prediction and system identification using 
these linear bases are accurate when the dimensions and variety of inputs are sufficiently large. 
Minimizing 𝜀"#|" can be viewed as a generalization of the standard PCA [27] that minimizes the 
reconstruction error of the current observation (i.e., 𝜀"³´µ ≡ 𝑠" − 𝑊*𝑊𝑠"). 
Formally, the cost function of PredPCA for multistep predictions is defined by 
𝐿 ≡ 12¶KL𝜀"#|"L-MN¬·U$ , (10) 
where 〈∙〉N ≡ $* ∑ ∙*"U$  is the expectation over the empirical distribution q. Solving the fixed point 
of the above cost function L with respect to 𝑉  yields the optimal estimator. From 𝜕𝐿𝜕𝑉 = −𝑊〈𝜀"#|"𝜙"*〉N = −𝑊〈(𝑠"# − 𝑊*𝑉𝜙")𝜙"*〉N = 𝑂, (11) 
under an assumption of 𝑊𝑊* = 𝐼 (which is preserved by Equation (13) below), the optimal 𝑉  
is found as 
𝑉 = 𝑊⟨𝑠"#𝜙"*⟩N⟨𝜙"𝜙"*⟩N,$. (12) 
We define the maximum likelihood estimator of 𝑠"#  by 𝐬"#|" ≡ 𝐐𝜙", where 𝐐 ≡⟨𝑠"#𝜙"*⟩N⟨𝜙"𝜙"*⟩N,$ is the optimal (maximum likelihood) matrix estimator. Throughout the 
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manuscript, a bold case variable (e.g., 𝐬"#|") indicates the estimator of the corresponding italic 
case variable (e.g., 𝑠"#). The k-th encoder 𝑢"#|"  is thus defined by 𝑢"#|" ≡ 𝑊𝐬"#|". The 
optimal W is determined by the gradient descent of L: 
?̇? ∝ − 𝜕𝐿𝜕𝑊 = ¶K𝑢"#|"Z𝑠"# −𝑊*𝑢"#|"[*MN¬·U$ . (13) 
Equation (13) is similar to Oja’s subspace rule for PCA [25] except that 𝐬"#|" is used instead of 𝑠"#  to define 𝑢"#|". In this sense, PredPCA conducts post-hoc dimensionality reduction (PCA) of 
the predicted input. The update by Equation (13) maintains 𝑊 as an orthogonal matrix (i.e., 
𝑊𝑊* = 𝐼) throughout the learning. 
The above PredPCA solution can also be obtained by eigenvalue decomposition. When 𝑊𝑊* =𝐼, the cost function is transformed as 𝐿 = $-∑ KL𝑠"# − 𝑊*𝑊𝐬"#|"L-MN¬·U$ = ¬·- (tr[𝚺I] −tr[𝑊𝚺𝐬𝑊*]), where 𝚺I ≡ 〈𝑠"𝑠"*〉N and 𝚺𝐬 ≡ $¬· ∑ 〈𝐬"#|"𝐬"#|"* 〉N¬·U$  are the actual and predicted 
input covariances calculated based on the empirical distribution, respectively. Thus, the 
minimization of L is achieved by maximizing the second term under the constraint of 𝑊𝑊* = 𝐼 
(note that this constraint is automatically satisfied by minimizing 𝐿). Hence, the optimal W is 
provided as the transpose of the major eigenvectors of 𝚺𝐬. This solution is unique up to the 
multiplication of an 𝑁C × 𝑁C orthogonal matrix from the left. The global convergence and 
absence of spurious solutions are also guaranteed when W is computed by Equation (13) because 
of the global convergence property of Oja’s subspace rule for PCA [26]. In short, PredPCA is a 
convex optimization and thus it can reliably identify the optimal synaptic matrices W and 
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𝑉$, … , 𝑉¬·  for predictions, which provides the global minimum of the cost function L. 
 
C. PredPCA (but not PCA) filters out observation noise 
Here, we compare the components extracted using PredPCA and the standard PCA. We show 
that only PredPCA can remove observation noise and accurately estimate the observation matrix 
𝐴 as training sample size T increases. 
We introduce the expectation over true distribution 𝑝 ¯𝜙", 𝑠"#$,… , 𝑠"#¬·°, denoted by 〈∙〉 ≡∫∙ 𝑝 ¯𝜙", 𝑠"#$, … , 𝑠"#¬·° 𝑑𝜙"𝑑𝑠"#$ ⋯𝑑𝑠"#¬·. The empirical distribution approaches this true 
distribution in the large training sample size limit: 𝑝 ¯𝜙", 𝑠"#$, … , 𝑠"#¬·° =plim*→¾ 𝑞(𝜙", 𝑠"#$,… , 𝑠"#¬·). Throughout the manuscript, 〈𝑠"〉 = 0, 〈𝜓"〉 = 0, and 〈𝑥"〉 = 0 are 
supposed for the sake of simplicity. The true covariance matrix of some variable 𝜉"  is denoted by ΣÁ ≡ Cov[𝜉"] ≡ ⟨𝜉"𝜉"*⟩ − ⟨𝜉"⟩⟨𝜉"*⟩. Here, any estimator or statistic 𝛉 under consideration, 
calculated based on the empirical distribution, can be decomposed into its true value 𝜃 and its 
generalization error 𝛿𝜃 ≡ 𝛉 − 𝜃, where 𝛿𝜃 is in the 𝑇,$/- order (see Supplementary Methods 
S1 for the conditions and the proof). Below, we will decompose 𝛉 into 𝜃 and 𝛿𝜃 and then solve 
𝜃 analytically. 
The standard PCA conducts the eigenvalue decomposition of the actual input covariance, 
calculated based on the empirical distribution: 𝚺I ≡ ⟨𝑠"𝑠"*⟩N . From Equation (8), it is decomposed 
as 𝚺I = ΣI + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ = 𝐴Σ¤𝐴 + Σ? + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ owing to the independence of 𝜓"  and 𝜔". 
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As the observation noise covariance Σ?  is involved in 𝚺I, the major eigenvectors of 𝚺I that PCA 
extracts are biased toward the directions of the noise’s major eigenvectors. This bias is a common 
issue of autoencoding approaches [8,9] that makes the identification of the true system 
parameters difficult. 
In contrast to the standard PCA, PredPCA conducts the eigenvalue decomposition of the 
predicted input covariance: 𝚺𝐬 ≡ $¬· ∑ 𝐬"#|"𝐬"#|"* N¬·U$ . Owing to this construction, the 
identification of system parameters (𝐴,𝐵, Σh, Σ¤, Σ?, Σ>) based on PredPCA is not biased by the 
observation noise. From the independence between 𝜔"# and 𝜙", 𝐬"#|" = 𝐴⟨𝜓"#𝜙"*⟩ΣE,$𝜙" +𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[. Thus, we obtain 
𝚺𝐬 = 𝐴Σ𝛙𝐴* + 𝒪 𝑇,$- , (14) 
where Σ𝛙 ≡ $¬· ∑ ⟨𝜓"#𝜙"*⟩ΣE,$⟨𝜙"𝜓"#* ⟩¬·U$  is the predicted hidden basis covariance, calculated 
based on the true distribution. Applying the eigenvalue decomposition to 𝚺𝐬 provides the set of 
major eigenvectors 𝐏𝐬 ≡ ¯𝐏∙$, … , 𝐏∙¢£° ∈ ℝ¢¦×¢£  that correspond to asymptotically non-zero 
eigenvalues. Because of the uniqueness of the eigenvalue decomposition, 𝐏𝐬  converges to matrix 
A as the number of training samples increases—up to the multiplication of a full-rank matrix Ω¤ ∈ℝ¢£×¢£  from the right-hand side. Hence, we refer to 𝐏𝐬  as the estimator of A: 
𝐀 ≡ 𝐏𝐬 = 𝑃𝐬 + 𝒪 𝑇,$- = 𝐴Ω¤,$ + 𝒪 𝑇,$- . (15) 
Here, we introduced the inverse of Ω¤ (instead of Ω¤ itself) for our convenience. Note that 𝑃𝐬 
is the set of major eigenvectors of the generalization-error-free predicted input covariance Σ𝐬 ≡
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𝐴Σ𝛙𝐴* . In short, PredPCA can identify matrix A with asymptotically zero error without directly 
observing 𝜓". Notably, the number of basis dimensions 𝑁¤ is also identifiable by counting the 
number of asymptotically non-zero eigenvalues of 𝚺𝐬, which converges to the true 𝑁¤ for a large 
training sample size (see Methods D for the formal definition of the estimator 𝐍¤ using the test 
prediction error). 
In addition, multiplying 𝐏𝐬*  to the predicted input yields the predicted basis estimator: 
𝛙"#|" ≡ 𝐏𝐬*𝐬"#|" = Ω¤⟨𝜓"#𝜙"*⟩ΣE,$𝜙" + 𝒪 𝑇,$- . (16) 
The last equality holds from the orthogonality of eigenvectors, i.e., 𝑃𝐬*𝐴 = 𝑃𝐬*𝑃𝐬Ω¤ = Ω¤, and the 
independence between 𝜔"# and 𝜙". Indeed, 𝑢"#|" with optimized synaptic matrices is 
equivalent to 𝛙"#|"  when 𝑁C = 𝑁¤. In short, PredPCA can provide the maximum likelihood 
estimator of the hidden bases without directly observing 𝜓"#—up to the multiplication of the 
full-rank ambiguity factor Ω¤ from the left-hand side. This ambiguity factor is safely absorbed 
into the definition of 𝜓"  without changing the system dynamics, by applying the following 
transformations: Ω¤𝜓" → 𝜓", 𝑃𝐬 = 𝐴Ω¤,$ → 𝐴, and 𝐵Ω¤,$ → 𝐵. Therefore, the estimated hidden 
dynamics are formally homologous to the original dynamics. 
 
D. PredPCA (but not AR models) minimizes test prediction error 
A learner needs to predict the future consequences of unseen input data, based on learning 
with a limited number of training samples. Here, we analytically solve the expectation of the 
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PredPCA’s test prediction error, as a function of the training samples (T), encoding dimensions (𝑁I), 
and number of past observations used for prediction (𝑁E = 𝐾®𝑁I). Its minimization enables a 
learner to maximize the generalization ability by optimizing free parameters in the network, 
without knowing the true distribution that generates test samples. 
PredPCA’s test prediction error is defined as the squared error over the true distribution 𝑝. 
Meanwhile, the learning is based on the empirical distribution 𝑞; thus, the test error is given as a 
functional of 𝑞: 
𝐿"nI"[𝑞] ≡ 12¶KL𝜀"#|"[𝑞]L-M¬·U$ . (17) 
Here, the prediction error (which is also a functional of 𝑞) is given as 𝜀"#|"[𝑞] ≡ 𝑠"# −𝐏𝐬𝐏𝐬*𝐬"#|"  using the major eigenvectors of the predicted input covariance 𝐏𝐬 ≡ Z𝐏∙$, … , 𝐏∙¢²[ ∈ℝ¢¦×¢²  and the maximum likelihood estimator 𝐬"#|" = ⟨𝑠"#𝜙"*⟩N⟨𝜙"𝜙"*⟩N,$𝜙" computed based 
on the empirical distribution 𝑞. The generalization error of major eigenvectors 𝐏𝐬  is negligible up 
to the leading order (see Supplementary Methods S2 for details). The 𝑞-dependent factor in 
𝐬"#|" is computed as ⟨𝑠"#𝜙"*⟩N⟨𝜙"𝜙"*⟩N,$ = Z⟨𝑠"#𝜙"*⟩ + 𝛿⟨𝑠"#𝜙"*⟩N[ZΣE + 𝛿⟨𝜙"𝜙"*⟩N[,$ =𝑄 + 𝛿⟨(𝑠"# − 𝑄𝜙")𝜙"*⟩NΣE,$ up to the leading order, using the optimal mapping 𝑄 ≡⟨𝑠"#𝜙"*⟩ΣE,$ (note that 𝛿⟨∙⟩N ≡ ⟨∙⟩N − ⟨∙⟩). Thus, the prediction error becomes 𝜀"#|"[𝑞] =𝑠"# − 𝑃𝐬𝑃𝐬*𝑄𝜙" − 𝑃𝐬𝑃𝐬*𝛿⟨(𝑠"# − 𝑄𝜙")𝜙"*⟩NΣE,$𝜙", where 𝑃𝐬 ≡ Z𝑃∙$,… , 𝑃∙¢²[ ∈ ℝ¢¦×¢²  
denotes the major eigenvectors of the generalization-error-free predicted input covariance Σ𝐬. 
Then, we compute the expectation of 𝐿"nI"[𝑞] over different empirical distributions 𝑞, given by 
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ℒ ≡ E{N}Ì𝐿"nI"[𝑞]Í. (18) 
This is viewed as a variant of AIC [14] and NIC [15]. The expectation over different 𝑞 is equivalent 
to the expectation over 𝑝 for a linear term that involves a single 𝛿⟨∙⟩N factor. Hence, E{N}Ì𝛿⟨(𝑠"# − 𝑄𝜙")𝜙"*⟩NÍ = 𝑂. In contrast, a term that comprises the square of 𝛿⟨∙⟩N yields the 
positive variance through the interaction of the two factors, which is computed as E{N}Ì𝛿⟨(𝑠"# −𝑄𝜙")𝜙"*⟩NΣE,$𝛿⟨(𝑠"# − 𝑄𝜙")𝜙"*⟩N*Í = ¢±* ZΣI − 𝑄ΣE𝑄*[. Therefore, we find 
ℒ⏟tuvt	uwwxwuyzu{t|t}x~ = 𝐾«2 (tr[ΣI] − tr[𝑃𝐬*Σ𝐬𝑃𝐬])tw|}~}~	uwwxw + 𝐾«𝑁E2𝑇 tr[𝑃𝐬*(ΣI − Σ𝐬)𝑃𝐬] + 𝒪 𝑇,-u~uw|}|t}x~	uwwxw . (19) 
See Supplementary Methods S2 for the derivation detail. For the practical use, covariances and 
eigenvectors in Equation (19) are replaced with their estimators: ΣI → 𝚺I, Σ𝐬 → 𝚺𝐬, and 𝑃𝐬 → 𝐏𝐬, 
where ℒ does not change by these replacements in the leading order. Since tr[𝑃𝐬*(ΣI − Σ𝐬)𝑃𝐬] >0, the generalization error monotonically increases with the dimensionality of the encoders 𝑁C. 
Meanwhile, the reduction of the training prediction error becomes small as 𝑁C increases, and 
reaches zero for 𝑁C > 𝑁¤ due to zero eigenvalues of Σ𝐬. Hence, the optimal 𝑁C that minimizes ℒ is less than 𝑁I. 
The optimal encoding dimensionality that minimizes ℒ is comparable to the effective 
dimensionality of true hidden basis dynamics for large T. Thus, 𝐍¤ ≡ argmin¢²ℒ provides the 
estimator of the true hidden basis dimensionality. In particular, 𝐍¤ = 𝑁¤ holds when T is larger 
than a large finite constant 𝑇¤Ò ≡ 𝑁Etr[ΣI − Σ𝐬]/(Λ𝐬)¢£¢£ , where (Λ𝐬)¢£¢£  is the 𝑁¤-th (i.e., 
the smallest non-zero) eigenvalue of Σ𝐬. In contrast, Equation (19) with 𝑁C = 𝑁I provides the 
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test prediction error of an AR model that does not consider hidden states: ℒµÔ = ¬·- ¯1 +¢±* ° tr[ΣI − Σ𝐬]. As some components of Σ?  are generally perpendicular to 𝑃𝐬, tr[𝑃𝐬*(ΣI −Σ𝐬)𝑃𝐬] < tr[ΣI − Σ𝐬] for 𝑁C < 𝑁I. This means that the test prediction error of PredPCA with 
optimal 𝑁C is smaller than that of AR models. Hereafter, we suppose 𝑁C = 𝐍¤ = 𝑁¤. 
 
E. Asymptotic linearization theorem guarantees PredPCA to find true hidden states with 
accuracy guarantee 
The asymptotic linearization theorem [33] was originally introduced to guarantee accurate 
extraction of independently and identically distributed hidden sources from its high-dimensional 
nonlinear transformations. In this paper, we use this theorem to prove that the true hidden state 
𝑥" ∈ ℝ¢¥  is accurately estimated from its unknown nonlinear transformation 𝜓(𝑥") = 𝐶𝜌(𝑅𝑥" +𝑟) ∈ ℝ¢£  with asymptotically zero element-wise error as 𝑁h and 𝑁¤/𝑁h diverge. Here, the 
elements of 𝑅 ∈ ℝ¢£×¢¥  and 𝑟 ∈ ℝ¢£ are fixed Gaussian random variables independently 
drawn from 𝒩[0,1/𝑁h]; 𝐶 ∈ ℝ¢£×¢£  is a matrix whose elements are, on average, in the order 
of 𝑁¤,$/-; and 𝜌(∙): ℝ ↦ ℝ is an odd nonlinear function, where the correlation between 𝜌(𝜉) 
and unit Gaussian variable 𝜉~𝒩[0,1] is not close to zero. When 𝑁¤ is large, each element of 𝜓(𝑥") can represent an arbitrary nonlinear mapping of 𝑥" by adjusting 𝐶 [51–54]. 
The assumption behind the theorem is that: (1) the elements of hidden states 𝑥" are not 
strongly dependent on each other (where zero mean and identity covariance matrix are supposed 
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without loss of generality), in the sense that the average of higher-order correlations of 𝑥"’s 
elements asymptotically vanish for large 𝑁h with less than the order of 1; and that (2) the matrix 
components of 𝐶 that are parallel to 𝑅 are not too small compared to the other components 
(i.e., the mapping is not very close to a singular mapping)—namely, the ratio of the minimum 
eigenvalue of 𝑅*𝐶*𝐶𝑅 to the maximum eigenvalue of 𝐶𝐶* is assumed to be much greater than 
1. Note that 𝑅*𝑅 = 𝒪Z𝑁¤/𝑁h[ is much greater than 1, so that the condition (2) is easily satisfied 
when 𝐶 is nearly independent from 𝑅. The asymptotic linearization theorem states that under 
these two conditions, covariance Σ¤ has a clear spectrum gap that separates major and minor 
components, and those components correspond to linear and nonlinear transformations of the 
true hidden states, respectively. 
Let 𝑃 ∈ ℝ¢£×¢¥  be the set of the first to 𝑁h-th major eigenvectors of Σ¤, and Λ ∈ ℝ¢¥×¢¥  
be the diagonal matrix of the corresponding eigenvalues. The asymptotic linearization theorem 
proved that applying PCA to 𝜓(𝑥") provides accurate estimation of 𝑥" up to the multiplication of 
a fixed orthogonal matrix Ω; i.e., Λ,$/-𝑃*𝜓(𝑥") = Ω𝑥" + 𝒪(𝜎h). Here, 𝜎h =Ü¯𝜌- − 𝜌Ý-° ⋅ 𝑁h/𝑁¤ + 𝜌ÝÝÝ-/𝑁h is the standard deviation of the linearization error, where 𝜌- ≡∫𝜌-(𝜉)𝑝(𝜉)𝑑𝜉, 𝜌Ý ≡ ∫ ßà(Á)ßÁ 𝑝(𝜉)𝑑𝜉, and 𝜌ÝÝÝ ≡ ∫ ßáà(Á)ßÁá 𝑝(𝜉)𝑑𝜉 are statistics of the nonlinear 
function 𝜌 over unit Gaussian variable 𝜉. The linearization error monotonically decreases as the 
system size increases (i.e., when 𝑁¤/𝑁h and 𝑁h diverge)—asymptotically achieving the 
zero-element-wise-error hidden state estimation in the large system size limit. 
This theorem can be applied to the estimator of 𝜓(𝑥"). Let 𝐏¤ ∈ ℝ¢£×¢¥  be the major 
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eigenvectors of 𝚺¤ (see Equation (23) below for its definition and analytical solution), and 𝚲¤ ∈ℝ¢¥×¢¥  be the corresponding eigenvalues. The hidden state estimator is defined as 
𝐱"#|" ≡ 𝚲¤,$-𝐏¤*𝛙"#|" = Λ¤,$-𝑃¤*Ω¤⟨𝜓"#𝜙"⟩ΣE,$𝜙" + 𝒪 𝑇,$- . (20) 
From the asymptotic linearization theorem, Λ¤,$/-𝑃¤*Ω¤𝜓"# = Ωh𝑥"# + 𝒪(𝜎h) holds, where Ωh ∈ ℝ¢¥×¢¥  is a fixed orthogonal matrix. Here, we treated Ω¤𝜓"#  as a nonlinear function of 𝑥"#  and applied the theorem. Thus, Equation (20) is solved analytically as 
𝐱"#|" = Ωh⟨𝑥"#𝜙"⟩ΣE,$𝜙" + 𝒪 𝑇,$- + 𝒪(𝜎h). (21) 
This result shows that the maximum likelihood estimator of 𝑥"#  based on 𝜙", ⟨𝑥"#𝜙"⟩ΣE,$𝜙", 
is available (up to the ambiguity factor of Ωh and the order 𝑇,$/- and 𝜎h small residual terms), 
despite the fact that PredPCA is unsupervised learning that does not use any explicit data of 𝑥"# 
for training. Similar to Ω¤, the ambiguity of Ωh can be absorbed into the definition of 𝑥", 
without changing any system dynamics, by applying the following transformations: Ωh𝑥" → 𝑥", Ωh𝐵 → 𝐵, Ωh𝑧" → 𝑧", and 𝑅Ωh,$ → 𝑅. Notably, the number of state dimensions 𝑁h is also 
identifiable by defining the estimator 𝐍h as the largest spectrum gap of 𝚺¤, which is guaranteed 
to converge to true 𝑁h when 𝜎h is smaller than a small positive constant 𝜎hÒ and 𝑇 is larger 
than a large finite constant 𝑇hÒ. 
 
F. PredPCA identifies true system parameters with an accuracy guarantee 
We showed above that PredPCA can identify the true observation matrix 𝐴. Here, we show that 
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it can also identify all other system parameters 𝐵, Σ¤, Σh, Σ?, and Σ>  asymptotically—if the 
assumptions of the asymptotic linearization theorem are met and the number of training samples 
is large. 
Those parameter identifications are based on the linearized transition mapping from 𝜓"  to 𝜓"#$, denoted by Ψ; thus, we first compute the estimator of Ψ. We decompose 𝜓"#$ as 𝜓"#$ = Ψ𝜓" + Δ𝜓"#$|" + 𝒪(𝑧"), where Ψ = ⟨𝜓"#$𝜓"*⟩Σ¤,$ is the optimal basis transition matrix, Δ𝜓"#$|"  is the linearization error that is perpendicular to both 𝜓"  and 𝑧", and 𝒪(𝑧") is a term 
related to small noise 𝑧". This Ψ can be viewed as a finite basis size version of Koopman operator 
[55,56]. The basis estimator based on the current input is defined by 𝛙"|" ≡ 𝐏𝐬*𝑠" = Ω¤𝜓" +𝑃𝐬*𝜔" + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[. Using this, we have 𝛙"#|"#𝛙"|"* N = KZΩ¤𝜓"# + 𝑃𝐬*𝜔"#[ZΩ¤𝜓" +𝑃𝐬*𝜔"[*M + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ = Ω¤⟨𝜓"#𝜓"*⟩Ω¤* + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ as the observation noise is white and 
independent of 𝜓"  and 𝜓"#. In particular, ⟨𝜓"#$𝜓"*⟩ = ΨΣ¤ and ⟨𝜓"#-𝜓"*⟩ = Ψ-Σ¤ +Δ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"* hold. Thus, we obtain the following estimator of the basis transition matrix: 
𝚿 ≡ 𝛙"#-|"#-𝛙"|"* N𝛙"#$|"#$𝛙"|"* N,$ = Ω¤ΨΩ¤,$ + Ω¤Δ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*Σ¤,$Ψ,$Ω¤,$ + 𝒪 𝑇,$- 
= Ω¤ΨΩ¤,$ + 𝒪 𝑇,$- + 𝒪Z𝜎¤[. (22) 
This estimator converges to the true Ψ up to the ambiguity of Ω¤. The variance of the 
linearization error term 𝒪Z𝜎¤[ is in the same order as the variance of nonlinearly transformed 
components of 𝑥" that are involved in 𝜓"; thus, using the asymptotic linearization theorem [33], 
we compute the variance of the nonlinear components and obtain 𝜎¤ = Ü¯𝜌- − 𝜌Ý-° /𝑁¤ as the 
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order (see Supplementary Methods S3 for the detail). 
Next, we compute the covariance matrices of hidden bases and observation noise. By 
multiplying the inverse of 𝚿 with 𝛙"#$|"#$𝛙"|"* N = Ω¤ΨΣ¤Ω¤* + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[, we find the hidden 
basis covariance estimator (symmetrized version) as 
𝚺¤ ≡ 12 ¯𝚿,$𝛙"#$|"#$𝛙"|"* N + 𝛙"|"𝛙"#$|"#$* N𝚿,*° = Ω¤Σ¤Ω¤* + 𝒪 𝑇,$- + 𝒪Z𝜎¤[. (23) 
See Supplementary Methods S3 for the order of the linearization error term. Using this 𝚺¤, the 
observation noise covariance estimator is given as 
𝚺? ≡ 𝚺I − 𝐀𝚺¤𝐀* = ΣI − 𝐴Σ¤𝐴* + 𝒪 𝑇,$- + 𝒪Z𝜎¤[ = Σ? + 𝒪 𝑇,$- + 𝒪Z𝜎¤[. (24) 
Finally, we estimate the state transition matrix and covariance matrices of hidden states and 
process noise. From Equation (9) and the independence between 𝑧"#- and 𝜙", ⟨𝑥"#-𝜙"*⟩ =𝐵⟨𝜓"#$𝜙"*⟩ holds. Thus, Equation (21) for k = 2 becomes 𝐱"#-|" =ZΩh𝐵Ω¤,$[Ω¤⟨𝜓"#$𝜙"⟩ΣE,$𝜙" + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ + 𝒪(𝜎h). Hence, using Equation (16), we find the 
following estimator of the transition matrix: 
𝐁 ≡ 𝐱"#-|"𝛙"#$|"* N𝛙"#$|"𝛙"#$|"* N,$ = Ωh𝐵Ω¤,$ + 𝒪 𝑇,$- + 𝒪(𝜎h). (25) 
The hidden state covariance estimator is given by 𝚺h ≡ Σh ≡ 𝐼 as we defined Σh so. Thus, as 
Equation (9) yields Σh = 𝐵Σ¤𝐵* + Σ>, the process noise covariance estimator is given by 
𝚺> ≡ 𝚺h − 𝐁𝚺¤𝐁* = ΩhΣ>Ωh* + 𝒪 𝑇,$- + 𝒪(𝜎h). (26) 
In summary, PredPCA could identify all true system parameters 𝐴, 𝐵, Ψ, Σ¤, Σh, Σ?, and Σ>  
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with a global convergence guarantee as the system and training sample sizes increase, using noisy 
observations only—up to the full-rank linear transformations (Ω¤,Ωh) that do not change the 
system dynamics. The zero-element-wise-error identification of all parameters will be 
asymptotically achieved when 𝑁¤/𝑁h, 𝑁h, and 𝑇 diverge. This global convergence guarantee is 
an advantage of PredPCA compared with conventional system identification approaches [13,57]. If 
𝜓(𝑥") is a linear function of 𝑥", the true system becomes a linear system and thus provides 𝜎h =𝜎¤ = 0; hence, PredPCA is guaranteed to identify all true system parameters with zero error as the 
increasing training samples, when 𝑁h ≤ 𝑁I. Table 2 summarizes the definitions and analytical 
solutions of all estimators. Every estimator can be computed by following the definition, where its 
analytical solution and accuracy have been proven theoretically. 
 
G. Simulation protocols 
For Fig. 2. MNIST dataset [32] comprises 60000 images for training and 10000 images for test. 
As a preprocessing, PCA was applied to 28 × 28 hand-digit images to obtain 40-dimensional 
compressed inputs 𝑠". PredPCA was applied based on Kp = 40 step linear bases 𝜙" =(𝑠"*, … , 𝑠",* )* to predict 𝑠"#$. ICA [31] was applied to 10 major PredPCA components (𝑢"#$|") to 
make them independent of each other, where the obtained independent encoders are denoted by 
?^?"#$|" (Fig. 1a, right). Note that no random replacement of a digit or monochrome inversion 
occurred for test image sequences. In Fig. 1e, the ascending order sequence was predicted by first 
estimating the transition matrix 𝐵 ∈ ℝ$×$ from ?^?"#$|" to ?^?"#-|" (Table 2 and Method F) and 
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then recursively applying it to predict ?^?"#|"  based on 𝜎Z?^?"#,$|"[, i.e., ?^?"#|" = 𝐁𝜎Z?^?"#,$|"[, 
where 𝜎(∙) indicates a winner-takes-all operation that makes the maximum element one and 
others zero. This treatment was served to make greedy predictions of the digit sequences by taking 
only the most probable future digit at each time step. The Fibonacci series was predicted by first 
estimating the transition matrix 𝐵ç ∈ ℝ$×$ from ?^?"#-|" ⊗ ?^?"#$|"  to ?^?"#|", where ⊗ 
indicates the Kronecker product, and then recursively applying it to predict ?^?"#|" based on 𝜎Z?^?"#,$|"[ ⊗ 𝜎Z?^?"#,-|"[, i.e.,	?^?"#|" = 𝐁é ¯𝜎Z?^?"#,$|"[ ⊗ 𝜎Z?^?"#,-|"[°. 
For Fig. 3. Images of 3D objects rotating clockwise [34] were defined as the input, where 360° 
rotation was divided into 72 parts (i.e., 1 step corresponds to 5° rotation). The dataset was 
randomly divided into 800 training objects (57600 images) and 200 test objects (14400 images). 
The 144 × 144 × 3–dimensional RGB image data were first compressed to 300 dimensions to afford 
input 𝑠". PredPCA was applied to extract 150 major principal components (𝑢"#|") that are the 
most useful for predicting 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, and 150° future observations. Those predictions 
were based on a set of bases that summarizes observations between –180° and 0°, 𝜙" =(𝑠"*𝚺?,$𝐀,… , 𝑠",ê* 𝚺?,$𝐀)*. Here, 𝐀*𝚺?,$𝑠"*  was used instead of 𝑠"*  to construct 𝜙"  as the 
former can filter out the observation noise more effectively, where 𝐀 and 𝚺? were estimated in 
advance using PredPCA with 𝜙" = (𝑠"*,… , 𝑠",ê* )*  (Table 2 and Method F). Note that minor 
components of 𝚺E were omitted when calculating 𝚺E,$. SSMs comprised a state prediction step 
using Kalman filter [11] or Bayesian filter (generalized Gaussian filter) [13] and a parameter 
estimation step based on the maximum likelihood (a posteriori) estimation, in a form of 
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expectation-maximization algorithm or dynamic causal modeling (see [13]). SSMs assumed that 
the rotated images were generated from a linear or nonlinear system. Kalman filter supposed a 
linear system comprising 𝑠" = 𝐴𝑥" + 𝜔"  and 𝑥"#$ = 𝐵𝑥" + 𝑧". Bayesian filter supposed a 
nonlinear system comprising 𝑠" = 𝐴 tanh(𝐴Ý𝑥" + 𝑎) + 𝜔"  and 𝑥"#$ = 𝐵 tanh(𝐵Ý𝑥" + 𝑏) + 𝑧", 
where parameters (𝐴, 𝐴Ý, 𝑎, 𝐵, 𝐵Ý, 𝑏) are optimized. 
For Fig. 4. Natural scenes viewed from a driving car [35] were defined as the input. We used 
videos with 200 h total length for training and videos with 4 h total length for test (with 30 frames 
per second). Those videos were down sampled to 320 × 160 × 3 RGB image data. Top-left, top-right, 
bottom-left, and bottom-right areas with each RGB color channel were predicted separately. The 
160 × 80–dimensional images were first compressed to 2000 dimensions to afford input 𝑠". The 
video frames were separated into six groups based on the driving speed of car, which was 
estimated using the change in frames at each time period. For each group, PredPCA was applied 
based on a set of bases arranged current and past observations 𝜙" = (𝑠"*,… , 𝑠",* )* , to extract 
200 to 1000–dimensional major principal components (𝑢"#$|") that are the most useful for 
predicting 0.5 s (i.e., 15 frames) future images. Finally, the outcomes of the six networks, denoted 
by 𝐬"#$|"($) , … , 𝐬"#$|"(ê) , were synthesized to create the resulting prediction. The network with 
minimum prediction error at time t was used for predicting 𝑠"#$; namely, 𝐬"#$|" =∑ 𝛾"(ï)𝐬"#$|"(ï)êïU$ , where coefficient 𝛾"(ï) was given as 𝛾"(ï) = 0.9𝛾",$(ï) + 0.1𝜎 −ð𝑠" −𝐬"|",$(ï) ð- using the winner-takes-all operator (1 for m that provides the maximum or 0 
otherwise). 
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Table 1. Glossary of expressions. 
Expression Description 𝑠" Observation 𝜓"  Hidden bases 𝑥" Hidden states 𝜔"  Observation noise 𝑧"  Process noise 𝐴 Observation matrix 𝐵 State transition matrix ΣI, Σ¤, Σh, Σ?, Σ>  Covariance matrices of 𝑠", 𝜓", 𝑥", 𝜔", 𝑧"  𝑁I Number of observation dimensions 𝑁¤ Number of hidden basis dimensions 𝑁h Number of hidden state dimensions 𝑢"#|" Encoders 𝜙"  Basis functions 𝑉 Encoding synaptic weight matrix 𝑊 Transpose of decoding synaptic weight matrix 𝑁C Number of encoder dimensions 𝑁E Number of basis dimensions ⟨∙⟩N Expectation over empirical distribution 𝑞 ⟨∙⟩ Expectation over true distribution 𝑝 
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Table 2. Definitions and analytical solutions of estimators. 
Estimator Definition Analytical solution 𝐬"#|" 〈𝑠"#𝜙"*〉N〈𝜙"𝜙"*〉N,$𝜙"  〈𝑠"#𝜙"*〉ΣE,$𝜙" + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ 𝛙"#|" 𝐏𝐬*𝐬"#|" Ω¤〈𝜓"#𝜙"*〉ΣE,$𝜙" + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ 𝐱"#|" 𝚲¤,$/-𝐏¤*𝛙"#|" Ωh〈𝑥"#𝜙"*〉ΣE,$𝜙" + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ + 𝒪(𝜎h) 𝐀 𝐏𝐬  𝐴Ω¤,$ + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ 𝐁 〈𝐱"#-|"𝛙"#$|"* 〉N〈𝛙"#$|"𝛙"#$|"* 〉N,$ Ωh𝐵Ω¤,$ + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ + 𝒪(𝜎h) 𝚿 〈𝛙"#-|"#-𝛙"|"* 〉N〈𝛙"#$|"#$𝛙"|"* 〉N,$ Ω¤ΨΩ¤,$ + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ + 𝒪Z𝜎¤[ 𝚺I 〈𝑠"𝑠"*〉N ΣI + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ 𝚺¤ 12 Z𝚿,$〈𝛙"#$|"#$𝛙"|"* 〉N+ 〈𝛙"|"𝛙"#$|"#$* 〉N𝚿,*[ 
Ω¤Σ¤Ω¤* + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ + 𝒪Z𝜎¤[ 
𝚺h 𝐼 Σh ≡ 𝐼 𝚺? 𝚺I − 𝐀𝚺¤𝐀*  Σ? + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ + 𝒪Z𝜎¤[ 𝚺>  𝚺h − 𝐁𝚺¤𝐁* ΩhΣ>Ωh* + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ + 𝒪(𝜎h) 𝐍¤ argmin¢² ℒ Converge to 𝑁¤ when 𝑇 > 𝑇¤Ò  𝐍h Largest spectrum gap of 𝚺¤ Converge to 𝑁h when 𝑇 > 𝑇hÒ and 𝜎h < 𝜎hÒ 𝐏𝐬  and 𝐏¤ are sets of major eigenvectors of 𝚺𝐬 and 𝚺¤, respectively; full-rank square matrix 
Ω¤ and orthogonal matrix Ωh are ambiguity factors; 𝜎h = Ü¯𝜌- − 𝜌Ý-° ⋅ 𝑁h/𝑁¤ + 𝜌ÝÝÝ-/𝑁h 
and 𝜎¤ = Ü¯𝜌- − 𝜌Ý-° /𝑁¤ are linearization errors, where 𝜎h = 𝜎¤ = 0 for any linear system; 𝑇hÒ, 𝑇¤Ò < ∞ are finite large constants and 𝜎hÒ > 0 is a small positive constant. 
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Supplementary Information 
Dimensionality reduction to maximize prediction generalization capability 
Takuya Isomura, Taro Toyoizumi 
 
Supplementary Movie legends 
Movie S1. PredPCA of 90° rotated images, where the right-hand-side images are the predictions of 
the corresponding true images on the left-hand side. See Fig. 3 legend and Method G for the 
detail. 
Movie S2. PredPCA of 90° rotated images in the presence of an artificially added large observation 
noise. See Fig. 3 legend and Method G for the detail. 
Movie S3. PredPCA of natural scene movies. See Fig. 4 legend and Method G for the detail. 
 
Supplementary Methods 
S1. Generalization error for computing estimators 
Suppose vectors 𝜉"ò  and 𝜂"ò  with 𝑙 = 1,… , 𝑙ïõh as sequences of discrete time t with zero 
mean and consider the estimator of their outer product 𝛉ò ≡ 〈𝜉"ò𝜂"ò *〉N  calculated based on the 
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empirical distribution q. The estimator is decomposed into its true value 𝜃ò ≡ 〈𝜉"ò𝜂"ò*〉 and the 
generalization error 𝛿𝜃ò ≡ 𝛉ò − 𝜃ò . Then, the expectation of the square of 𝛿𝜃ö÷ò  is taken over an 
ensemble of different empirical distributions, which is denoted as E{N} ø𝛿𝜃ö÷ò -ù. Under the 
assumption that Z𝜉"öò 𝜂"÷ò − 𝜃ö÷ò [ is independent in time, it is solved as 
E{N} ø𝛿𝜃ö÷ò -ù = plimú→¾ 1𝑀 ¶ ü1𝑇¶Z𝜉"öò,ï𝜂"÷ò,ï − 𝜃ö÷ò [*"U$ ý
-ú
ïU$ = 1𝑇-¶KZ𝜉"öò 𝜂"÷ò − 𝜃ö÷ò [-M*"U$  
= KZ𝜉"öò [-Z𝜂"÷ò [-M − Z𝜃ö÷ò [-𝑇 = 𝒪(𝑇,$), (27) 
where 𝜉"öò,ï and 𝜂"÷ò,ï indicates variables that are sampled from the m-th empirical distribution. 
Here, the expectation E{N}[∙] is computed by taking the average of the squared errors over M 
different empirical distributions and by diverging M to infinity (see Supplementary Method S2 for 
the detail about this treatment). Hence, we obtain 𝛿𝜃ò = 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ and thus 𝛉ò = 𝜃ò +
𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ as the leading order. 
Then, we define the estimator 𝛉 as the product of 𝛉$, … , 𝛉òþÿ¥, 𝛉 ≡ ∏ (𝛉ò)"#òþÿ¥òU$ , where (𝛉ò)"#  indicates either 𝛉ò  for 𝛼ò = 1 or the pseudo inverse of 𝛉ò, 𝛉ò#, for 𝛼ò = −1. Since each (𝛉ò)"#  becomes either 𝛉ò = 𝜃ò + 𝛿𝜃ò = 𝜃ò + 𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[ or 𝛉ò# = 𝜃ò# − 𝜃ò#𝛿𝜃ò𝜃ò# = 𝜃ò# +
𝒪Z𝑇,$/-[, as long as 𝑙ïõh is a finite number , their product still has the 𝑇,$/--order 
generalization error term. Therefore, we obtain 
𝛉 = %&(𝜃ò)"# + 𝒪 𝑇,$-'òþÿ¥òU$ = %(𝜃ò)"#
òþÿ¥
òU$ + 𝒪 𝑇,$- + ⋯+ 𝒪 𝑇,$-òþÿ¥ = 𝜃 + 𝒪 𝑇,$- (28) 
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as the leading order. 
 
S2. Derivation of test prediction error expectation 
Here, we calculate the expectation of the test prediction error. As described below, this is 
computed by taking the average of the generalization errors over an infinitely large number of 
different empirical distributions. A learner predicts the future input using the maximum likelihood 
estimator 𝐬"#|" = 𝐐𝜙"  and the set of the major eigenvectors of 𝚺𝐬 = $¬· ∑ 〈𝐬"#|"𝐬"#|"* 〉N¬·U$ , 𝐏𝐬, calculated based on the empirical distribution 𝑞. As the outer products are decomposed as 〈𝑠"#𝜙"*〉N = 〈𝑠"#𝜙"*〉 + 𝛿〈𝑠"#𝜙"*〉N  and 〈𝜙"𝜙"*〉N,$ = ΣE,$ − ΣE,$𝛿〈𝜙"𝜙"*〉NΣE,$ + 𝒪Z𝛿〈𝜙"𝜙"*〉N-[, 
the estimator of the optimal mapping 𝐐 = 〈𝑠"#𝜙"*〉N〈𝜙"𝜙"*〉N,$ becomes 
𝐐 = Z〈𝑠"#𝜙"*〉 + 𝛿〈𝑠"#𝜙"*〉N[ZΣE,$ − ΣE,$𝛿〈𝜙"𝜙"*〉NΣE,$[ 
= 〈𝑠"#𝜙"*〉ΣE,$ + 𝛿〈𝑠"#𝜙"*〉NΣE,$ − 〈𝑠"#𝜙"*〉ΣE,$𝛿〈𝜙"𝜙"*〉NΣE,$ 
= 〈𝑠"#𝜙"*〉ΣE,$() + 𝛿〈(𝑠"# − 𝑄𝜙")𝜙"*〉NΣE,$*() (29) 
as the leading generalization error order, where 𝑄 ≡ 〈𝑠"#𝜙"*〉ΣE,$ is the true optimal mapping 
and 𝛿𝑄 = 𝛿〈(𝑠"# − 𝑄𝜙")𝜙"*〉NΣE,$ is the generalization error associated with the empirical 
distribution q. The squared average of the prediction error 𝜀"#|"[𝑞] ≡ 𝑠"# − 𝐏𝐬𝐏𝐬*𝐐𝜙"  over 
the true distribution provides the test prediction error, which is computed as 
KL𝜀"#|"[𝑞]L-M = trÌΣI − 𝐏𝐬𝐏𝐬*𝐐〈𝜙"𝑠"#* 〉 − 〈𝑠"#𝜙"*〉𝐐*𝐏𝐬𝐏𝐬* + 𝐏𝐬𝐏𝐬*𝐐ΣE𝐐*Í 
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= tr øΣI − 𝐏𝐬𝐏𝐬* ¯(𝑄 + 𝛿𝑄)ΣE𝑄* + 𝑄ΣE(𝑄 + 𝛿𝑄)* − (𝑄 + 𝛿𝑄)ΣE(𝑄 + 𝛿𝑄)*°ù 
= trÌΣI − 𝐏𝐬𝐏𝐬*Z𝑄ΣE𝑄* − 𝛿𝑄ΣE𝛿𝑄*[Í 
= trÌΣI − 𝐏𝐬𝐏𝐬*𝑄ΣE𝑄* + 𝑃𝐬𝑃𝐬*𝛿𝑄ΣE𝛿𝑄*Í + 𝒪 𝑇,- (30) 
as the leading generalization error order. Here, the generalization errors 𝛿𝑄  and 𝛿𝑃𝐬 ≡ 𝐏𝐬 − 𝑃𝐬 
are in the 𝑇,$/- order, so that the third term in the last equality is in the 𝑇,$ order. 
Next, we compute the expectation of the test prediction error (Equation (17)). Here, we 
introduce the expectation over different empirical distributions, denoted as E{N}[∙]. The test 
prediction error expectation (Equation (18)) is computed as 
ℒ = E{N} +12¶KL𝜀"#|"[𝑞]L-M¬·U$ , 
= 12¶ tr øΣI − E{N}Ì𝐏𝐬𝐏𝐬*𝑄ΣE𝑄*Í + 𝑃𝐬𝑃𝐬*E{N}Ì𝛿𝑄ΣE𝛿𝑄*Íù¬·U$ + 𝒪 𝑇,- 
= 𝐾«2 tr[ΣI] − 𝐾«2 tr øE{N}[𝐏𝐬*Σ𝐬𝐏𝐬]ù + 12¶ trÌ𝑃𝐬*E{N}Ì𝛿𝑄ΣE𝛿𝑄*Í𝑃𝐬Í¬·U$ + 𝒪 𝑇,- . (31) 
Below, we compute the expectation by regarding it as the average over an infinitely large number 
of different empirical distributions. In other words, for any estimator 𝛉 ≡ ⟨𝜁"⟩N that comprises an 
arbitrary function 𝜁"  of random variables sampled from q, we suppose E{N}[𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐(𝛉)] =plimú→¾ $ú ∑ 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐(𝛉ï)úïU$ , where 𝛉ï ≡ ⟨𝜁"ï⟩Nþ  indicates the estimator based on the m-th 
empirical distribution 𝑞ï. The expectation of 𝛉 over an ensemble of q converges to the 
estimator computed based on the true distribution; i.e., E{N}[𝛉] = plimú→¾ $ú* ∑ ∑ 𝜁"ï*"U$úïU$ =
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⟨𝜁"⟩ = 𝜃. As 𝛉 = 𝜃 + 𝛿𝜃, the expectation of the generalization error converges to zero for any 
estimator, E{N}[𝛿𝜃] = 𝑂. Meanwhile, the expectation of the square of 𝛉 becomes E{N}[𝛉𝛉*] =𝜃𝜃* + E{N}[𝛿𝜃𝛿𝜃*]. Here, E{N}[𝛿𝜃𝛿𝜃*] = plimú→¾ $ú∑ ¯$* ∑ (𝜁"ï − 𝜃)*"U$ ° ¯$*∑ (𝜁"ï − 𝜃)*"U$ °*úïU$  is 
a non-zero symmetric matrix. This is analytically solvable by assuming that the deviation (𝜁" − 𝜃) 
is independent in time (i.e., ⟨(𝜁" − 𝜃)(𝜁"0 − 𝜃)*⟩ = 𝑂 for 𝑡 ≠ 𝑡Ý), which is given as E{N}[𝛿𝜃𝛿𝜃*] = plimú→¾ $ú*3 ∑ ∑ (𝜁"ï − 𝜃)(𝜁"ï − 𝜃)**"U$úïU$ = $* ⟨(𝜁" − 𝜃)(𝜁" − 𝜃)*⟩ = $* ⟨𝜁"𝜁"*⟩ − 𝜃𝜃* . 
In particular, when we suppose that (𝑠"# − 𝑄𝜙")𝜙"* is independent in time and (𝑠"# − 𝑄𝜙") 
is perpendicular to 𝜙", we find 
E{N}Ì𝛿𝑄ΣE,$𝛿𝑄*Í = E{N}Ì𝛿〈(𝑠"# − 𝑄𝜙")𝜙"*〉NΣE,$𝛿〈(𝑠"# − 𝑄𝜙")𝜙"*〉N*Í 
= 1𝑇 (𝑠"# − 𝑄𝜙")𝜙"*ΣE,$𝜙"(𝑠"# − 𝑄𝜙")* 
= 1𝑇 (𝑠"# − 𝑄𝜙")𝜙"*ΣE,$𝜙"(𝑠"# − 𝑄𝜙")* 
= 𝑁E𝑇 ⟨(𝑠"# − 𝑄𝜙")(𝑠"# − 𝑄𝜙")*⟩ 
= 𝑁E𝑇 ZΣI − 𝑄ΣE𝑄*[. (32) 
Thus, we obtain the analytical expression of the third term of Equation (31): 
¶trÌ𝑃𝐬*E{N}Ì𝛿𝑄ΣE,$𝛿𝑄*Í𝑃𝐬Í¬·U$ = 𝐾«𝑁E𝑇 tr[𝑃𝐬*(ΣI − Σ𝐬)𝑃𝐬]. (33) 
Finally, we show that the generalization error of the second term of Equation (31), 
tr øE{N}[𝐏𝐬*Σ𝐬𝐏𝐬]ù, is negligible compared with the other generalization error term and thus it can 
be approximated as tr[𝑃𝐬*Σ𝐬𝑃𝐬] as the leading generalization error order. As 𝚺𝐬 = Σ𝐬 + 𝛿Σ𝐬 and 
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𝐏𝐬 = 𝑃𝐬 + 𝛿𝑃𝐬, tr[𝐏𝐬*Σ𝐬𝐏𝐬] becomes 
tr[𝐏𝐬*Σ𝐬𝐏𝐬] = tr[𝐏𝐬*𝚺𝐬𝐏𝐬] − tr[(𝑃𝐬 + 𝛿𝑃𝐬)*𝛿Σ𝐬(𝑃𝐬 + 𝛿𝑃𝐬)] 
= tr[𝚲𝐬] − tr[𝑃𝐬*𝛿Σ𝐬𝑃𝐬 + 2𝑃𝐬*𝛿Σ𝐬𝛿𝑃𝐬] + 𝒪 𝑇,- . (34) 
Note that 𝛿𝑃𝐬 and 𝛿Σ𝐬 are in the 𝑇,$/- order and 𝛿Σ𝐬 is a symmetric matrix. Thus, from E{N}[𝚲𝐬] = Λ𝐬 and E{N}[𝛿Σ𝐬] = 𝑂, the expectation over an ensemble of q is given as 
tr øE{N}[𝐏𝐬*Σ𝐬𝐏𝐬]ù = E{N}Ìtr[𝐏𝐬*Σ𝐬𝐏𝐬]Í = tr[Λ𝐬] − 2E{N}Ìtr[𝑃𝐬*𝛿Σ𝐬𝛿𝑃𝐬]Í + 𝒪 𝑇,- . (35) 
The second term in the right-hand side can be rewritten as 2∑ E{N}[𝑃ö*𝛿Σ𝐬𝛿𝑃ö]¢²öU$  using the i-th 
eigenvector 𝑃ö ∈ ℝ¢¦  of Σ𝐬 and its generalization error 𝛿𝑃ö ∈ ℝ¢¦ . Here, 𝛿𝑃ö is given as 
𝛿𝑃ö = ¶𝑃÷*𝛿Σ𝐬𝑃öΛö − Λ÷ 𝑃÷÷4ö , (36) 
where Λö ∈ ℝ is the i-th eigenvalue of Σ𝐬 [58]. Hence, we obtain 
E{N}Ìtr[𝑃𝐬*𝛿Σ𝐬𝛿𝑃𝐬]Í = E{N} +¶𝑃ö*𝛿Σ𝐬𝑃÷𝑃÷*𝛿Σ𝐬𝑃öΛö − Λ÷÷4ö , =¶𝑃ö*E{N}Ì𝛿Σ𝐬𝑃÷𝑃÷*𝛿Σ𝐬Í𝑃öΛö − Λ÷÷4ö . (37) 
By supposing that the deviation Z𝐬"#|"𝐬"#|"* − Σ𝐬[ is independent in time, when 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗, the 
expectation is computed as 
𝑃ö*E{N}Ì𝛿Σ𝐬𝑃÷𝑃÷*𝛿Σ𝐬Í𝑃ö = 1𝑇 𝑃ö*Z𝐬"#|"𝐬"#|"* − Σ𝐬[𝑃÷𝑃÷*Z𝐬"#|"𝐬"#|"* − Σ𝐬[𝑃ö 
= 1𝑇𝑃ö*Z𝐬"#|"𝐬"#|"* 𝑃÷𝑃÷*𝐬"#|"𝐬"#|"*  − Σ𝐬𝑃÷𝑃÷*Σ𝐬[𝑃ö 
= 1𝑇 KZ𝑃ö*𝐬"#|"[-Z𝑃÷*𝐬"#|"[-M 
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≈ 1𝑇 KZ𝑃ö*𝐬"#|"[-M KZ𝑃÷*𝐬"#|"[-M = ΛöΛ÷𝑇 . (38) 
The approximation in the last line holds because the i-th eigenmode is almost independent of the 
j-th eigenmode. Thus, we obtain 
E{N}Ìtr[𝑃𝐬*𝛿Σ𝐬𝛿𝑃𝐬]Í = 1𝑇¶¶ ΛöΛ÷Λö − Λ÷÷4ö
¢²
öU$ = 1𝑇¶ ¶ ΛöΛ÷Λö − Λ÷¢²#$8÷8¢£
¢²
öU$ . (39) 
Here, ∑ ∑ ΛöΛ÷/ZΛö − Λ÷[$8÷8¢²,÷4ö¢²öU$ = 0 holds because of the symmetricity of indices i and j, 
and Λ÷ = 0 holds for 𝑗 > 𝑁¤. Thus, the range of the sum is between 𝑁C + 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁¤ in the 
last equality. The expectation is bounded as 
0 ≤ E{N}Ìtr[𝑃𝐬*𝛿Σ𝐬𝛿𝑃𝐬]Í ≤ 𝑁C ∑ Λ÷¢²#$8÷8¢£(1 − 𝜅)𝑇 (40) 
using a small positive constant 𝜅. When 𝑁C ≥ 𝑁¤, E{N}Ìtr[𝑃𝐬*𝛿Σ𝐬𝛿𝑃𝐬]Í is zero. When 𝑁C < 𝑁¤, 
it is less than 
¢² ∑ ;<=²>?@<@=£($,A)* , which is much less than the other generalization error term (i.e., 
Equation (33)) because 𝑁C ≪ 𝑁E and ∑ Λ÷¢²#$8÷8¢£ ≪ tr[𝑃𝐬*Σ?𝑃𝐬] < tr[𝑃𝐬*(ΣI − Σ𝐬)𝑃𝐬]. In 
other words, ∑ Λ÷¢²#$8÷8¢£  means the sum of omitted minor eigenvalues of Σ𝐬, which is close 
to zero when 𝑁C is close to 𝑁¤. Hence, E{N}Ìtr[𝑃𝐬*𝛿Σ𝐬𝛿𝑃𝐬]Í is negligible as the leading order 
and thus tr øE{N}[𝐏𝐬*Σ𝐬𝐏𝐬]ù ≈ tr[Λ𝐬] + 𝒪Z𝑇,/-[ = tr[𝑃𝐬*Σ𝐬𝑃𝐬] + 𝒪Z𝑇,/-[ holds. Therefore, by 
substituting the above results into Equation (31), we obtain Equation (19). 
 
S3. Derivation of the order of the linearization error term 
The order of the linearization error term 𝒪Z𝜎¤[ is identified, by computing the variance of 
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Δ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*Σ¤,$/- averaged over all elements, 𝜎¤- ≡ $¢£3 trÌΔ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*Σ¤,$𝜓"Δ𝜓"#-|"#$* Í. 
Here, $¢£3 trÌΔ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*Σ¤,$𝜓"Δ𝜓"#-|"#$* Í is the variance of the maximum likelihood 
estimator Δ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*Σ¤,$𝜓". From the asymptotic linearization theorem [33], the hidden basis 𝜓"  is decomposed into the linear mapping of 𝑥" and the residual 𝜂"  that is perpendicular to 𝑥", 
given as 𝜓" = 𝑃Λ$/-𝑥" + 𝜂"  as the leading order. Here, 𝑃 ∈ ℝ¢£×¢¥  and Λ ∈ ℝ¢¥×¢¥  are the 
major eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Σ¤, and 𝜂"  satisfies ⟨𝜂"⟩ = 0 and ⟨𝜂"𝜂"*⟩ = ¯𝜌- −𝜌Ý-°𝐶𝐶*. From Equation (9), 𝜓"#$ = 𝑃Λ$/-𝐵𝜓" + 𝜂"#$ + 𝒪(𝑧") holds. Since Ψ is the optimal 
(maximum likelihood) linear mapping from 𝜓"  to 𝜓"#$, the prediction using Ψ must be more 
accurate than that using the lower-rank linear mapping 𝑃Λ$/-𝐵. This means that the variance (i.e., 
prediction error) of the predicted residual Δ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*Σ¤,$𝜓" = Z⟨𝜓"#-𝜓"*⟩Σ¤,$ − Ψ-[𝜓" is 
smaller than that of the predicted nonlinear components ⟨𝜂"#-𝜓"*⟩Σ¤,$𝜓" = Z⟨𝜓"#-𝜓"*⟩Σ¤,$ −𝑃Λ$/-𝐵Ψ[𝜓". Hence, we obtain trÌΔ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*Σ¤,$𝜓"Δ𝜓"#-|"#$* Í ≤ trÌ⟨𝜂"#-𝜓"*⟩Σ¤,$⟨𝜓"𝜂"#-* ⟩Í. 
As the maximum likelihood estimator’s variance must be smaller than the actual value’s variance, 
trÌ⟨𝜂"#-𝜓"*⟩Σ¤,$⟨𝜓"𝜂"#-* ⟩Í ≤ tr[⟨𝜂"#-𝜂"#-* ⟩] = ¯𝜌- − 𝜌Ý-° tr[𝐶𝐶*] = 𝒪 &𝑁¤ ¯𝜌- − 𝜌Ý-°' holds. 
Therefore, we find 𝜎¤ = Ü¯𝜌- − 𝜌Ý-° /𝑁¤ as the order. 
The orders of the linearization error term in Equations (22) and (23) are computed as follows, by 
using Δ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*Σ¤,$/- = 𝒪Z𝜎¤[. As trÌΔ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*Σ¤,-𝜓"Δ𝜓"#-|"#$* Í =tr C¯Δ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*Σ¤,$/-° Σ¤,$ ¯Δ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*Σ¤,$/-°*D ≈ 𝑁¤𝜎¤-trÌΣ¤,$Í = 𝒪Z𝑁¤-𝜎¤-[, Δ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*Σ¤,$ = 𝒪Z𝜎¤[ holds as the order. Thus, the order of the linearization error term in 
Equation (22) is 𝒪Z𝜎¤[. Moreover, we have 
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𝚿,$𝛙"#$|"#$𝛙"|"* N = Ω¤ZΨ,$ − Ψ,$Δ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*Σ¤,$Ψ,-[Ω¤,$ ⋅ Ω¤ΨΣ¤Ω¤* + 𝒪 𝑇,$- 
= Ω¤Σ¤Ω¤* − Ω¤Ψ,$Δ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*Σ¤,$Ψ,$Σ¤Ω¤* + 𝒪 𝑇,$- 
≈ Ω¤Σ¤Ω¤* − Ω¤Ψ,$Δ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*Ψ*Ω¤* + 𝒪 𝑇,$- , (41) 
where Σ¤ ≈ ΨΣ¤Ψ*  was used. Similarly, as trÌΔ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*𝜓"Δ𝜓"#-|"#$* Í =tr C¯Δ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*Σ¤,$/-° Σ¤ ¯Δ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"*Σ¤,$/-°*D ≈ 𝑁¤𝜎¤-trÌΣ¤Í = 𝒪Z𝑁¤-𝜎¤-[, Δ𝜓"#-|"#$𝜓"* = 𝒪Z𝜎¤[ holds as the order. Therefore, the order of the linearization error term in 
Equation (23) is 𝒪Z𝜎¤[. 
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